
Memories of my early days
of bowhunting whitetail
still have the ability to

induce involuntary shivers. Strange
as it may seem, these teeth-chatter-
ing experiences began in West Texas,
not exactly a geographic location
inspiring visions of frosty climates.
The trouble was, weaned on dodging
September’s bugling bulls across
Southwest mesas, spot-and-stalking
desert mule deer and Coues white-
tail, my closet was chock-full of stan-
dard-issue cotton goods when I
arrived in Texas to attend college. I
knew cold well enough, late-winter
fur trapping in frigid surroundings
along the Continental Divide 10,000
feet above sea level, chasing New
Mexico’s rutting bucks during
January’s snow-patched late sea-
sons, even hunkering down to yelp
to high-country Merriam’s gobblers
on cold spring mornings. It was just
that I’d never approached bowhunt-
ing from such an inert mode of oper-
ation. Getting cold while spot-and-
stalk hunting meant starting a small
fire while glassing distant hills or
simply moving on to get some blood
pumping.

My first sit for whitetail was
indicative of what I faced, dressed in
cotton fatigue pants, antiquated
waffle-weave cotton “long-handles,”
and on top a single wool sweater
beneath still more cotton. First light
arrived with a slow drizzle that
would’ve been highly welcomed on a
typical morning elk hunting New
Mexico’s Gila Wilderness, but after a
couple hours this innocent precipi-
tation and the slightest breeze left
me shivering uncontrollably in the
balmy 45-degree temperatures. 

A few years later I would learn
what real cold was about, bowhunt-
ing Nebraska’s late archery season
during snowy December dates. Deer
were on the prod, simply trying to

stay alive and all-day visuals were
the logical approach, but try as I
might I could never manage more
than a few hours. Hypothermia was
taking such a firm grip that climbing
from a tree-stand often proved life
threatening. I even remember wear-
ing neoprene duck waders on stand
beneath layers of fleece in my des-
peration to seal out biting cold.     

Fast forward more than two
decades. I’ve since bowhunted sub-
zero weeks in Saskatchewan and
Alberta, Canada, survived all-day rut
sits in blowing snow and darting
sleet and stand-rocking wind in
places as far flung as Iowa, Illinois,
Kansas, Eastern Colorado and
Washington, Montana, North

Dakota, New York and even a hand-
ful of record-setting days in
Mississippi. More recently, living and
bowhunting whitetail in the north-
ern reaches of Idaho’s Panhandle —
where fall weather can involve any-
thing from freezing rain to blowing
snow to temperatures below zero,
Global Warming be damned  — cold-
weather sitting has become a way of
life. Yet, I can say with all honesty, I
really can’t remember the last time I
was truly cold in a teeth-chattering,
health-risking sense. This has every-
thing to do with smart layering and
modern bowhunting attire designed
to keep the bowhunter comfortable
in the most brutal weather imagin-
able. 

Selling Brutal Weather Clothing
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Scent-Lok employs different fabrics and
insulations throughout Perfect Panel outer-
wear. For instance, extra insulation is used
in the body of the jacket and the seat of the
pants. Shoulders and elbows and knees are
all “articulated” meaning they are sewn in a
way that promotes easy movement for climbing and drawing a bow. There is plenty of
carrying capacity too, with a total of 15 pockets in the pair of garments shown.
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Rules Of Engagement
Dressing for success in cold

weather is all about maintaining
core temperature and minimizing
heat loss. When core body tempera-
ture drops just a degree or so below
98.6 degrees the body shuts down
circulation to extremities to protect
internal organs, resulting in numb
fingers and toes, and shivering.

The simple vest — worn beneath
outerwear – provides effective insu-
lation without restricting range of
motion as layers of sleeved clothing
might. High-loft synthetics, or wool,
trap warm air against the body and
keep customers feeling warmer.
Better yet, temperature-adjustable,
battery-operated heat vests (like
Gerbing’s Heated Clothing or
Browning’s AddHeat) provide heat
on demand through three tempera-
ture settings, allowing tree-stand
comfort in frigid temperatures.     

When it comes to reducing heat

loss in cold weather your customer’s
head, face and neck are pivotal. Up
to 75 percent of heat loss occurs in
this area, as heat naturally rises.
Warm stocking, fleece or insulated,
ear-flap-equipped hats are big sell-
ers when the mercury begins to
plummet. When weather truly turns
brutal I pull on a full-coverage
micro-fleece balaclava (Sitka
Traverse Balaclava, for instance),
covering head, face and neck, snug-
gling an insulated hat over this.     

Other obvious cold-weather
focal points are feet and hands,
which any whitetail hunter will tell
you quickly turn numb without
proper protection. As a general rule,
when choosing suitable pack-boots
for cold-weather customers, consid-
er “comfort ratings” well below actu-
al temperatures, as inactive sitting
means cold will seep in even during
“warm” mornings. As an example,
remaining completely comfortable
on a 20 degree morning might mean

donning boots rated to minus 20. For
sub-zero comfort look to numbers at
or exceeding minus 60 degrees. 

For customers who regularly
invest in long hikes to access stands,
wearing a standard insulated hiking
boot (something with a minimum of,
say, 800 gram  Thinsulate or equiva-
lent insulation) while walking in,
and slipping on heavily-insulated
boot blankets (like Ice Breakers or
Arctic Shield Boot Insulator) after
installing themselves on stand, can
make a more viable option. This
keeps feet from sweating while walk-
ing and eliminates the handicap of
clumsy pack boots altogether. 

When it comes to whitetail hunt-
ing, keeping hands warm but shoot-
ing ready has always been a dilem-
ma. I’ve tried flip-back mitt-gloves
(don’t fit into wrist slings), finger-less
fleece and wool (finger tips left
numb), insulated gloves (not enough
sensitivity), you name it. More
recently I discovered the simple but
effective hand muffler (like the Muff
Pack from Hunter Safety Systems,

and Boots for Bowhunting
By Patrick Meitin

When temperatures dip below zero there really is no competition in regards to cold-
weather clothing for the hunter who wants to be able to remain motionless on stand. The
Heater Body Suit allows comfort in the nastiest weather, while also permitting unrestrict-
ed shooting with archery gear. In milder weather it can allow you to hunt with (and walk
in with) very lightweight clothing, reducing perspiration issues and eliminating any con-
cerns about bulky garments throwing off your aim.
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256-773-7732; www.huntersafe-
tysystem.com). Strapped around the
waist, with a chemical heater pouch
(Heat Factory, for example) tossed in
before the hunt, it allows me to wear
thin camouflage gloves, tucked
inside while waiting. When a buck
arrives my hands are ready to per-
form, no matter how cold it is out or
how I’m releasing my string. The
Muff also keeps items such as grunt
calls, scents and flashlights handy.    

The catch phrase of the ages is
LAYERING. The idea is to trap warm
air pockets against the body like
insulation in a house wall. Part of
this program includes another
recent chase phrase; MOISTURE
MANAGEMENT. Even when cold
your body perspires, and when it’s
cold moisture kills. This makes cot-
ton the worst possible cold-weather
choice. Merino wool and synthetic
base layers that move moisture away
from the skin are the foundation of
an efficient layering system.

Wind – as in wind chill – makes
even moderate breezes seem like
knife edges in freezing weather.
Gore’s WindStopper was the first to
address this issue, turning away
wind and helping customers remain
warmer in a cold breeze. Many imi-
tations followed. Wind-barrier gar-
ments make excellent outer or mid-
dle layers, effectively doubling insu-
lating qualities of any outerwear.
Atmospheric moisture is another
heat thief on the coldest days, even
when temperatures are above freez-
ing. Remaining dry and bowhunting

silent in wet weather used to prove
nearly impossible. For the most part
this has changed, but before com-
mitting to a particular line of water-
proof bowhunting wear assure a
manufacturer’s idea of “quiet”
matches your whitetail customers’
expectations. Tug at and rustle the
garment, put it on and move your
arms around. Will it pass muster
from a whitetail buck at 20 yards on
a still morning?            

When conditions turn extreme,
complete with killing cold and blow-
ing snow, customers will appreciate
the insulating benefits of The Heater
Body Suit (888 565-2652;
www.heaterbodysuit.com). The
Heater Body Suit is in essence a
sleeping bag complete with individ-
ual legs and booties spacious
enough to accommodate insulated
pack boots. A zippered front allows
customers to close themselves
inside, silently unzipping and shrug-
ging the suit off when shooting
opportunities arise. They include
interior shoulder straps, and roll
tightly to be toted to stand with
included backpack
straps. It’s so effective it’s
guaranteed: If your cus-
tomer gets cold their
money’s refunded. 

Essential Cold-
Weather Gear

When it comes to
high-tech insulation in
an integrated layering
system Sitka Gear (877-

SITKA-MG; www.sitkagear.com)
rewrote the book. The Sitka lineup is
a complete system, working from
the skin out to keep customers com-
fortable in any weather. That critical
next-to-skin base is represented by
the Core Zip-T and Bottoms, featur-
ing Silver Scent Elimination technol-
ogy and Super Dry with odor tech-
nology to wick moisture away from
the skin to dry faster. Customers
might also choose the Traverse Zip-
T, an expedition weight base layer
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While Sitka Gear made its mark with
bowhunting garments made for high exer-
tion mountain hunting, they have more
recently made their mark in cold-weather
treestand gear. They offer a complete sys-
tem from base layers to rugged, heavily
insulated outerwear (without bulk) for the
cold-weather bowhunter. From left to
right we’re showing the Traverse Shirt,
Incinerator Jacket, Bacalava and Celsius
Bib pants.
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that is wind resistant and breathable,
also with Silver Scent Elimination
technology. 

When temperatures dip an insu-
lation layer, such as Sitka’s Kelvin
Jacket, Vest and Pants, brings instant
comfort. Kelvin garments include
extreme heat-to-weight ratios via
Primaloft synthetic insulation. Also
have a look at Celsius or Jetstream
Vests, the former including polyester
face, high-loft inner and DWR finish
to ward off the elements, the latter
with breathable Gore WindStopper
membrane under a soft-shell exterior.   

To finish off the system an outer
layer of something like Sitka’s Stratus
Jacket and Bibs makes perfect sense.
Including a Gore WindStopper mem-
brane, these garments keep wind
chill from ruining a customer’s day. A
brushed fabric eliminates noise,
with the garments being cut to allow
full range of motion while drawing a
bow. When rain and snow blows the
Coldfront Jacket and Pants offer the
answer, including Gore-Tex Softshell

technology and microfleece lining to
keep weather out and warmth in.
Celsius Jacket and Bib were Sitka’s
original contribution to the cold-
weather whitetail scene. These gar-
ments are designed to keep cus-
tomers warm without bulk, while the
Jetstream Jacket, like the vest by the
same name, includes wind-turning
WindStopper laminate.   

Newer still, the Incinerator
Jacket and Bibs were designed to
keep whitetail hunters warm, mobile
and comfortable during the most
extreme weather they’re ever likely
to encounter. Employing a combina-
tion of natural down and a 2.5 layer
of waterproof/breathable Gore-Tex
fabric, Incinerator clothing assures
ultimate insulating and weather-
proof qualities made for all-day visu-
als in the nastiest weather; without
restricting movement or range of
motion. Sitka accomplishes this by
designing the line to fit an individ-
ual’s body and to be articulated at
every flex point. Incinerator Jacket

features includes RIRI waterproof
zipper, drop-away hood design,
chest and hand pockets and grunt-
tube slot. Bib includes hand, chest
and thigh pockets, and tall center
front zipper.  

All Sitka hunting attire includes
Gore Optifade Concealment pat-
terns, some of the most scientifically
advanced camouflage on the mar-
ket. The new Big Game/Forest pat-
tern considers the distance and
extreme angles encountered while
tree-stand hunting and the science
of animal vision, incorporating
micro and macro element configura-
tions to confuse animal’s perception
of color and visual space and break
up the symmetry of the human out-
line. Even if detected Optifade makes
it more difficult for deer to identify
bowhunters as a potential threat.      

Similarly, Russell Outdoors’/
Mossy Oak Apparel (256-500-5889;
www.russelloutdoorsgear.com)
APXg2 wear is designed as a skin-to-
outer-shell system allowing
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bowhunters to remain effective in
any weather. These are high-tech
designs with the latest in fabrics
technologies; such as Dri-Power
moisture wicking, Scent-Stop
antimicrobial treatment, PrimaLoft
Infinity insulations, as well as Zero-
Loft Aspen Aerogels, thin, compres-
sion-resistant and waterproof mate-
rial that’s a highly effective insulator.
All garments are coded with L1
through L5 designations, indicating
Layer 1 (base) through 5 (extreme
outer). All are offered in Mossy Oak
Treestand camouflage.

Base layers are the start, cus-
tomers choosing from APXg2 L1
Scent-Stop Lightweight or
Heavyweight Base Layer tops and
bottoms. They include flat seam con-
struction for added comfort, Dri-
Power and Scent-Stop technologies,
and body mapping for minimal bind-
ing while climbing or drawing a bow.   

The L2 layers are represented by
the L2 Wind Control top and bottom,
including Dri-Power and Scent-Stop
technologies, but also double-layer
construction for enhanced wind
resistance with wind-control panels
covering core body areas to retain
heat. Internal grid-pattern fleece
traps additional body heat, while
underarm panels provide ventilation
when perspiring. The 6.5 ounce
material is mostly polyester with 16
percent spandex for stretch.   

The L3 series includes a L3
Scent-Stop Fleece Jacket and Pant,
and L3 Single Layer Soft Shell Jacket
and Pant. These might best be
reserved for warmer weather, skip-
ping on to the L4 layer including Two
Layer Soft Shell Jacket and Pant or
even the L5 Chill Blocker Pant and
Jacket or L5 Insulated Jacket and
Pant. L4 Two Layer Soft Shell gar-

ments provide extreme wind protec-
tion and moisture resistance, fash-
ioned to provide an outer layer in
chilly weather, or a mid layer during
brutal days afield. Four-way stretch
fabric offers free range of motion
while also breathing, without sacri-
ficing weather resistance. Pants
include wide, adjustable sus-
penders. 

The L5 Insulated series is made
for those days when blowing rain,
sleet or snow conspire to keep your
customers off stand. L5 Insulated
Chill Blocker attire includes Scent-
Stop treatment and both PrimaLoft
Infinity and Zero Loft Aspen
Aerogels insulation. Zero Loft nan-
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Mossy Oak’s Russell Outdoors’ newly-
designed APXg2 wear is specially
designed for layering up and down
according to weather conditions. With L1
through L5 layers, L1 being base layers, L5
extreme outerwear, the bowhunters can
mix and match according to conditions at
hand. From left to right we’re showing the
L5 Chill Blocker Jacket and the matching
L5 Chill Blocker Pants. To their right is the
L4 Reflector Long Sleeve Shirt with Mock
Turtleneck collar and the L4 Men’s Two
Layer Soft Shell Vest.
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otechnology insulation blocks cold
and heat with a panel so thin and
lightweight it’s difficult to believe it’s
there at all. ZeroLoft panels are
placed strategically in core (chest
and kidneys) and high-compression
zones (shoulders, elbows, knees,
rear), with PrimaLoft Infinity insula-
tion providing loft, added warmth
and comfort throughout the gar-
ment. Pants include knee-length zip-
pers and attached suspenders, while
the jacket has an attached hood.
PrimaLoft Insulation is comparable
to down, but breathes more freely, is
water resistant and dries quickly
when wet. The jacket’s stand-up col-
lar includes a stowaway hood, taped
seams and “body-mapped” insula-
tion for unrestricted motion, just for
starters. Pants include full-length leg
zippers and extended back waist. 

In all, layering up and down to
remain comfortable, most of all,
staying warm in the nastiest weath-
er, is made easy with APXg2 gar-
ments.                          

Absolute Outdoors (877-252-
2056 x103; www.absoluteoutdoor-

inc.com) is now your source for ARC
Outdoors/Arctic Shield cold weath-
er technology gear utilizing a thin,
multilayered heat resistant thermal
barrier to capture and return more
than 90 percent of a customer’s body
heat. For the coldest weather,
bowhunters can remain warm with-
out bulk or restricting layers.
Options include an Arctic Shield
High-Performance Jacket, Bib,
Bomber Jacket and Pant. The high-
performance jacket includes two
chest, two handwarmer and two
inner pockets, QuietSuede outer
shell and warm polyester lining,
removable and adjustable hood,
underarm ventilation zippers and
neoprene adjustable cuffs. The High
Performance Jacket is wind- and
waterproof, plus breathable; the
Bomber windproof, water resistant
and breathable (with fewer pockets)
and waist length with elastic hem.

The Arctic Shield Bib also
includes a QuietSuede outer shell for
bowhunting stealth with nylon lin-
ing to slide on smoothly, plus six
outer pockets, low-front/high-back
design, long leg zippers with storm
flaps and built-in suspenders. The

Pant includes similar
construction but in a
standard pant cut,
with two large, front
handwarmer pock-
ets, storm-flap-pro-
tected leg zippers
and polyester lining.
Bibs are wind- and
waterproof; Pants
windproof and water
resistant, both allow-
ing moisture to
escape through
highly-breathable
fabric. The High
Performance Jacket
and Bib (and acces-
sories) are offered in
Mossy Oak Treestand
or Realtree AP HD;
the Bomber and
Pants in AP HD only.
Also check out Arctic
Shield’s naturally-
antimicrobial, Nano-
silver-equipped base
layers.                 

Browning (801-876-2711;
www.browning.com) has long been a
favorite with serious bowhunters
looking for cutting-edge bowhunting
wear. For the coming year this
includes New Full Curl Wool Line
apparel. Browning has taken this nat-
ural fiber to new heights with a unique
wool blend that’s more comfortable
and effective against the elements.
Full Curl combines a 7-ounce wool
blend outer fabric with high-tech
technologies such as Browning’s

Arctic Shield clothing, now distributed by Absolute Outdoors,
contains a special, high-tech insulating layer that is extremely
thin and made to return up to 90 percent of the wear’s body
heat.
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Windcutter windproof and water
resistant lamination and soft tricot
liner for interior comfort. Fleece side
panels increase breathability and
free range of motion. The garments
are machine washable. 

A Full Curl Wool 3-in-1 Parka,
Jacket and Pant are offered in
Browning AllTerrain camouflage pat-
tern. The 3-in-1 Parka features a
down insulated vest liner, detach-
able hood, zippered stash pockets,
and lower bellows pockets with snap
closures, backed by two hand-
warmer pockets. Adjustable cuffs
and zip-through collar with external
storm flap are also part of the pack-
age. The Jacket includes two upper
zippered stash pockets, two hand-
warmer pockets, a zip-through collar
and adjustable cuffs. The Full Curl
Pant includes the same construction
in a classic six-pocket design for
ample storage. 

Full Curl Base Layers shirt and
pant offer the perfect compliment,
since they are woven of soft, no-itch
Merino wool blended with breath-
able polyester side panels. Merino
wool offers natural anti-microbial
properties for odor control. Rib knit
neck and cuffs are featured on the
shirt and rib knit waist and cuffs on
the pant, with fly opening, in Loden
Green. 

Made as outer wear, the new

Hell’s Canyon Full Throttle line
serves as value-added mid-layer
insulation on the very coldest days
or as an outer layer during more
moderate weather. This perfor-
mance wear is lighter in weight than
standard Hell’s Canyon wear due to a
new fabric featuring a two-layer
bonded construction with a water-
and wind-resistant woven outer
shell bonded to a moisture-wicking
OdorSmart featherweight fleece on
the interior. This construction
increases breathability, with the
OdorSmart technology inhibiting
growth of odor-causing bacteria. The
Jacket includes two oversized chest
and two hand-warmer pockets and
stand-up, zip-through collar with
double-pull closure. A bottom draw-
cord and internal Lycra cuff keep
drafts at bay. Pants have an elasti-
cized waist with draw-cord and belt
loops, zippered fly, two front pock-
ets, one zippered rear security pock-
et and articulated knees. All are
offered in Mossy Oak New Break-Up
and Treestand camouflage.                    

First Lite (208-721-0101;
www.firstlite.com) is a relative new-
comer making a big splash with
affordable, high-quality Merino wool
camouflage wear that’s as soft and
quiet as it is warm in cold weather.
Merino wool fibers are much finer
than the softest synthetics, naturally

antimicrobial, UV absorbent (does-
n’t shine) and absolutely quiet. It
wicks moisture away from the skin
faster than most synthetics, stays
fresher longer after prolonged use
and can be machine washed. 

Besides super Merino wool spot-
and-stalk outerwear, the cold-
weather bowhunter will find the
company’s base layers made to order
for a cold-weather layering system.
First Lite’s Llano (170 gram) and
Chama (230 gram) superfine, inter-
lock fabric Merino wool shirts are
difficult to beat, included in original
ASAT and newer Realtree Max-1 and
Mossy Oak Infinity patterns (and
black). The 230 gram Allegheny bot-
tom makes a perfect complement to
either of these base shirts

The Springer Vest and Labrador
Full Zip Sweater make exceptional
mid layers on cold mornings, the
Vest made of superfine Merino wool
comprised of a heavyweight 400
gram   interlock fabric that is soft and
quiet. The Sweater is constructed of
the same material but includes long
sleeves for added insulation.
Rounding off the lineup are a two-
layer, 400 gram   Brimmed Beanie
and 230 gram  Wind River balaclava.   

Some of Game Hide’s
(www.gamehide.com) warmest foul-
weather garments are represented
by the new Mathews Collection;
state-of-the-art hunting wear
designed in the spirit of Mathews
innovation, cutting edge technology,
high performance features and high
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Browning’s Add Heat vest is
one of a handful of new
products including tempera-
ture-control heating ele-
ments built right into the
garment, allowing customers
to stay warm in the nastiest
weather.

Browning’s new Full Curl garments
use old-fashioned wool, combined with
modern synthetics, for a base-to-shell
system made to take on the roughest
elements.

Browning’s newly-improved Hell’s
Canyon clothing uses modern synthet-
ics to keep hunters dry and comfort-
able, used alone in moderate weather,
or as a mid-layer in the most brutal
conditions.
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quality. One of these is the Monster
Jacket and Bib, allowing customers
to stay warm and dry without sacri-
ficing bowhunting silence. They
include HyperHide H2O, a water-
proof bonded fleece combining
absolute silence with waterproof
breathable comfort and a HydroCore
laminate for absolute weatherproof
qualities. They are also backed with
high-tech HeatTech insulation for
those cold days on stand.
Gamehide’s exclusive Freedom
Sleeve allows unmatched mobility,
and the back includes a zippered slot
to accommodate a safety harness.
Jackets feature chest pockets with
waterproof zippers, handwarmer
pockets and drawstring waist to keep
out drafts. The Bib includes identical
construction, but with adjustable
shoulder straps, two-way front zip-
per, chest pocket, fleece-lined hand-

warmer pockets, fully waterproof leg
zippers and cuff straps. They are
offered in Mathews Lost Camo. 

Switchback Reversible Jacket
and Bib give customers two gar-
ments in one, one side woodland
Lost Camo, the other Lost Snow

Camo to adjust to changing weather
conditions. Both include the same
insulation and waterproof qualities
of Monster garments, fleece-lined
handwarmer pockets, elastic waist
and attached hood in jacket,
adjustable elastic shoulder straps,
full-length, two-way waterproof
front and leg zippers and dual slash
pockets on bib.

For your female customers,

Instant Arrow Glue
Pine Ridge Archery

Not Runny
Fast Drying
Top Quality
Low Cost
GREAT DEALER MARGINS

TMpineridgearchery.com
(877)746-7434

Up to 50%
less expensive than
competitive brands.

1oz.
2oz.
16oz.

oz.
2oz.
6oz.

Vanes or Feathers

Carbon, Wood
Aluminum

Inserts / Nocks

Wraps or Bare
Shafts

NEW LOOK 
SAME GREAT GLUE

FLETCHINGS 
& INSERTS

First Lite has become the go-to company
for high quality, camouflage-patterned
Merino-wool goods. Their line includes
soft, wicking and warm base layers and
lofty mid-layers like this one in the ASAT
camo pattern.

PHOTO LEFT AND ABOVE: Gamehide
teamed with Mathews, Inc. to produce
some of the warmest, most bowhunter-
friendly tree-stand wear on the market,
incorporating high-tech materials and
smart designs to keep bowhunters not
only warm but functioning flawlessly.
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Prois Hunting Apparel (970-641-
3355; www.proishunting.com) is
made just for the ladies, extra-high-
quality, high-tech duds made for real
bowhunting. Prois offers a full spec-
trum of garments, from base layers
to rugged and warm outerwear. New
for 2010, the Ultra Hoodie is light-
weight and comfortable, an athletic
design allowing ease of movement.
Used as a base layer beneath insulat-
ing duds, its 100 percent polyester,
bird’s-eye wicking fabric pulls mois-
ture away from the skin to keep
hunters dry and warm. It includes
thumbhole cuffs, a convenient hood
for added warmth when needed and
front zippered pockets.

The Prois Xtreme Vest makes the
perfect mid layer to maximize ther-
mal regulation and retain essential
core heat. This beautifully engi-
neered vest includes 150 gram
Thinsulate Ultra Insulation inside a
waterproof yet breathable, soft and
silent shell. It’s also lined with Prois’
signature nylon tricot for extra
warmth and wicking action,
designed for maximum warmth
without bulk. The Xtreme Vest also

includes a roomy hood and the com-
pany’s famous ducktail rear, unsnap-
ping at the base to instantly create a
dry, warm place to sit. It was tailored
to provide a perfect fit beneath Prois’
Xtreme Jacket. Also look into Prois’
Sherpa Vest and Jacket, constructed
of deep Sherpa fleece to create a
warm and silent outer or mid layer.   

Prois’ Xtreme Jacket and Pants
are constructed of 100 percent poly-
ester 8000/5000 waterproof, breath-
able fabric that’s soft and bowhunt-
ing silent. Insulated with 200 gram
Thinsulate Insulation and lined with
nylon tricot, the Xtreme series
promises warmth and comfort com-
bined. The Jacket comes with deep
chest and handwarmer pockets,
while inner Lycra-blend sleeves
ensure lady hunters remain dry.
Thumbhole cuffs, drawstring hem,
Ducktail 12 inch tail extension for
sitting and magnetic-closure safety-
harness slot at the base of the neck
round out the package. All Prois gar-
ments are offered in Realtree AP HD
and Max-1 HD camouflage patterns.   

Robinson Outdoor Products/
ScentBlocker (507-263-2885;
www.robinsonoutdoors.com), a
leader in activated charcoal, scent-
management bowhunting clothing,
introduces the all-new Mack Daddy
suit, part of the Bone Collector

series. Utilizing ScentBlocker’s Cold
Fusion technology, perhaps the
company’s most advanced carbon
technologies to date, this SPF 60
(Scent Protection Factor, the compa-
ny’s highest rating) outfit also
includes interior S3 antimicrobial
treatment that kills odor-causing
bacteria at its source. Cold Fusion
bonds activated carbon onto the fab-
ric to provide uniform, total cover-
age that impedes odor penetration
and adds durability. The suit is
shelled in Micro Pro Fleece that’s soft
and bowhunting quiet plus warm.
ScentBlocker’s Quick-Cinch system
allows custom fitting around the
chest area and includes six strategi-
cally-placed pockets to keep neces-
sary gear organized and handy, plus
DWR (Durable Water Repellency)
treatment to ensure comfort when
weather turns nasty. The Mack
Daddy is an outer System Layer 3
garment made to accompany the
company’s wide assortment of S3-
equipped base and insulating layers. 

Other Bone Collector Mack
Daddy Jacket features include
BodyLock collar, cuffs and waist,
innovative safety harness slit in the
back, scent-proof zipper, contoured
elbows, adjustable/removable arm-
guard and two zippered kidney-
warmer pockets that accept chemi-
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Kirstie Pike’s Prois performance wear has
all the latest high-tech materials, hunter-
friendly features and attention to detail
found in the very best men’s bowhunting
wear, but these garments are styled and
cut just for women.

PHOTO RIGHT AND ABOVE: The Mack Daddy
outfit from Robinson Outdoors/ScentBlocker
includes a Scent Protection Factor (SPF) of 60 –
the company’s highest rating – and interior SF
antimicrobial treatment for added odor protec-
tion. It’s made for hard-core bowhunting in the
roughest environments.
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cal heat packs. The new Bone
Collector Mack Daddy Pant includes
BodyLock waist and ankle cuffs, con-
toured knees, high-back waist, belt
loops and diamond crotch gusset.
Both are offered in Realtree AP HD.     

Rocky Brands’ (740-753-1951;
www.rockybrands.com) MtnStalker
high-performance apparel helps
your customers beat the cold with-
out restricting movement. A lot of
cold-weather gear is heavy and cum-
bersome, often restricting while
climbing into a stand or drawing a
bow, while MtnStalker apparel
promises mobility and free range of
motion combined with warmth.
Jacket and Bibs are constructed of
soft, quiet SilentHunter microsuede
and treated with a waterproof but
breathable laminate. These gar-
ments also include Rocky’s SIQ scent
control technology and 150 gram
Thinsulate Insulation in Jacket, 100
gram  in Bibs. All pieces sport plenty
of easily-accessible pockets for stor-
age and smart designs such as mold-
ed cuff closures and a front zipper
that curves away from the neck for
added comfort on the jacket, and
adjustable suspenders, zippered leg
vents and chest on bibs. Look for
them in Mossy Oak Infinity or
Realtree AP HD.    

RutWear Non-Typical Gear (866-
521-5012; www.rutwear.com) is
smartly engineered hunting clothing
designed to foresee nearly any even-
tuality faced by the deer hunter.
They incorporate high-tech tech-
nologies to assure comfort in brutal
weather and long service in the field.
When it comes to cold-weather
bowhunting, the company’s LST
(Late Season Technology) is the go-
to wear from this extensive lineup.
These garments include a LST 3-In-1
Parka with Wool Liner/Jacket and
LST Wind/Waterproof Bibs. The
Parka includes two vertical chest call
pockets, one with magnet closure
another zippered and with remov-
able call extender, grunt tube sleeve
on chest, removable vinyl scent
pouch, spring-open pocket, side
freedom zippers for climbing into
stands, fleece-lined collar, neoprene
cuffs, zip-off hood and more. Bibs
include more of the same, plus rein-
forced knees and seat areas and
built-in ankle gaiters. Both are con-
structed of whisper-quiet Silencer

Micro-Fleece with wind- and water-
proof, breathable Hypershield
Technology, lined with 180 gram
Poly Insulation and taped seams; all
cloaked in Mossy Oak Break-Up
Infinity or Realtree AP HD camou-
flage patterns (Mossy Oak Treestand
or Brush and Realtree Max-1 HD can
be special ordered). The Loden-
green Wool Liner/Jacket is designed
to zip into the 3-In-1 Parka or wear
alone. It includes two fleece-lined
slash pockets, fleece-lined neck,
elastic cuffs and waist and 100 per-
cent Duration Wool shell.  

Scent-Lok Technologies’ (800-
315-5799; www.scentlok.com)
believes high performance starts
with a great design concept. Scent-
Lok designers took a look at conven-
tional cold-weather attire and then
isolated flaws such as unwanted
bulk, binding and noise, engineering
the Perfect Panel System to address
these issues. The Perfect Panel outer-
wear and base layer concept strate-
gically places various fabrics from
fleece, windproof softshell and
waterproof layers to create

Rocky Brand’s new MntStalker line, including
exceptional jacket and bibs, assures customers
remain comfortable in nasty weather, without
the bulk and restricting nature of some insulat-
ed duds. Using 100  to 150 gram  of Thinsulate
Insulation and Rocky’s SIQ scent-control treat-
ment, they’re ideal for demanding bowhunts.
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bowhunting clothing that optimizes
weather protection while also reduc-
ing bulk and weight. In other words,
insulation is added only to areas of
the body that receive the brunt of
wind and chilling affects. This also
maximizes flexibility and ease of
movement.     

The Perfect Panel Jacket features
a brushed tricot chest and back to
keep moisture out, premium soft-
shell outer arms and shoulders to
keep wind and rain at bay while also
reducing noise when scraped against
tree bark. Articulated elbows and
shoulder design improves free range
of motion while climbing into a
stand or drawing a bow. Primaloft
Insulation (133 gram ) is used in vul-
nerable areas to maximize insulating
qualities, a material that is lighter
and more effective than traditional
insulations due to its ability to elimi-
nate moisture buildup. Gear is easily
organized via the Jacket’s nine secure
pockets. Matching Perfect Panel
Pants include identical Primaloft

Insulation, six zippered pockets,
added warmth in the seat area, artic-
ulated knees, zippered leg openings
and a gripper waist. 

The perfect companion beneath
this revolutionary outerwear is offered
by the Perfect Panel BaseSlayer Top
and Pant. These High-Loft garments
follow the engineered design strategy
incorporating a high-loft, thermal fab-
ric in areas where cold and wind
impact the body most, while lighter
fabric is placed in areas that move and
flex more dramatically. The result is a
base layer that is highly comfortable
and warm without binding or
chaffing. In addition, new Perfect
Panel BaseSlayers also contain a bac-
teria fighting antimicrobial treatment
to stop odors at the source. Tops
include long, set-in sleeves, high-loft
fleece in arms and shoulders for
added weather protection and acti-
vated carbon technology to compli-
ment the antimicrobial treatment.
Pants include similar features with
flat-lock seams for added comfort.

Made in Canada, SportChief
(800-567-1729; www.sportchief.com)
attire promises the highest degree of
quality and functionality in wet and

cold environments. The Wabush 3-
in-1 Parka and Impact Pant both
include a uniquely-constructed shell
fabric called Silentex. This incorpo-
rates a surface water repellent of
Dupont’s Teflon to keep the outer
fabric from saturating during wet
weather, that when combined with
its breathable and 100-percent
waterproof Aquatex membrane
leaves customers absolutely dry and
bowhunting silent. The interior lin-
ing is treated with ScentZro antimi-
crobial treatment to eliminate odor-
causing bacteria on contact.

The Wabush 3-in-1 Parka
includes two layers of insulation for
the coldest weather, 100 gram  in the
shell of the parka itself, another 100
gram  in the zip-in liner, the sleeves
including a combined insulation of
150 gram  with the liner in place for
assured mobility. The parka also has
two chest pockets, and adjustable
hood and waist. The Impact Pant
features three zip and two cargo
pockets, 18 inch side leg zippers and
a 6 inch kidney panel. These gar-
ment’s YKK zippers assure smooth
operation for the life of the garment.
All of the company’s products are
offered in Sportchief Camo,
designed to represent the natural
surroundings of deep woods and
northern forest environment. 

Made in Canada, where they know all too
well what serious cold is about,
Sportchief’s new Wabush parka and
Impact pant include space-age technolo-
gies that made them waterproof yet
breathable, and help control human odors
while on stand.

SportChief is also a source for warm
hunting gloves. This 3 in 1 version can be
worn with or without the liner, or the liner
itself can be used as a form-fitting glove.
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Bogs (800-201-2070; www.bogs-
footwear.com) finally found a way to
make a rubber boot breathe, leaving
feet drier and warmer. These tall,
Mossy Oak-covered boots won’t let
water in but allow perspiration to
escape. MT stands for Bog’s patented
Moisture Transfer technology, trans-
porting moisture out of the arch area
where heat is most intense. A four-
way stretch neoprene leg allows give
for a more comfortable fit, the boot
contour and footbed designed to
reduce impact shock and assure all-
day support. The rugged Blaze MT is
also comfort rated for temperatures
encountered in subzero conditions
to minus 40 degrees Farenheit. 

Danner (www.danner.com) has
long been known to hunters for nail-
tough designs made to go the extra
mile. One of the company’s best-sell-
ing models, the comfortable and
sure-footed Pronghorn, is now
offered in a new, 1,200 gram

Thinsulate insulated, 8 inch version
(Pronghorn GTX Realtree AP HD
Insulated 1200G Hunting Boots).
They include new Tech-Tuff toe and
heel to protect the leather and your
customer’s feet, an improved lacing
system and more aggressive
Mountain Goat TF outsole. They fea-
ture 100 percent waterproof and
breathable Gore-Tex lining, Terra
Force platform and Fatigue Fighter
footbeds for quick drying and unsur-
passed arch support. They are con-
structed of full-grain leather and
rugged Cordura nylon panels in
Realtree AP HD.    

Kenetrek Boots (800-232-6064,
www.kenetrek.com) is well known
for rough and tumble mountain hik-
ers, but they are also a source for
dependable cold-weather boots as
well. The Kenetrek 10 inch Northern
is the company’s warmest, a classic
“Bean” boot design with leather
uppers and rubber lowers. They pro-
vide a snug fit for comfortable walk-
ing, with all-day support and
warmth. They are rated to minus 20
degrees thanks to a quilted, three-
layer removable liner including 400
gram  Thinsulate Ultra Insulation
and 3mm wool felt. An additional
600 gram  Thinsulate Ultra and 9mm

wool felt are sealed inside the rubber
bottom for maximum warmth. K-
Talon outsoles provide sure grip in
icy conditions.   

When it comes to cold-weather
boots LaCrosse (www.lacrosse-
footwear.com) is nearly a household
name. The Alpha SST 1200G
Insulated Hunting Boot is the newest
development in cold-weather
footwear from the company. SST
stands for Scent Suppressing
Technology, consisting of rubber-
clad, naturally-insulating and water-
proof neoprene with a scent-proof
gator on the top that snugs around
the calf with a barrel-lock elastic
cord to seal human scent in while
hiking into a stand or sitting. The
neoprene also stretches to allow a
snug but personalized fit. A nylon
fabric lining provides comfort and
snag-proof durability. Its 1,200 gram
Thinsulate Ultra Insulation assures

Boots that Were Made for Sitting

The all-new LaCrosse Alpha SST 1200G
Insulated Hunting Boot combines classic
high-top rubber lines with comfort materi-
als such as neoprene, including a Scent
Suppression Technology (SST) top gaiter
that seals in human odors, and 1,200
gram  Thinsulate Ultra for toasty feet
without added weight.

The Pronghorn, from Danner, has proven
one of the company’s most popular boots
to date, the new GTX 1200G version
including 1,200 gram Thinsulate insula-
tion to keep feet warm in frigid condi-
tions.
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cold-weather comfort. A shallow,
self-cleaning lug outsole gives a pos-
itive grip in mud or snow. They
include an 18 inch height and Mossy
Oak Infinity or Realtree AP HD camo
patterns.      

The Original Muck Boot
Company (www.muckbootcompa-
ny.com) has built a reputation on
unsurpassed comfort. The Arctic Pro
is labeled a “Professional Extreme-
Conditions Sport Boot” and is the
company’s warmest. They feature
fleece lining, stretch-fit topline bind-
ing to keep warmth in and cold out
and an 8mm CR flex-foam bootie
with four-way-stretch nylon. They’re
100 percent waterproof, lightweight
and flexible. The Bob-Tracker mold-
ed outsole is rugged, aggressive and
durable, while double reinforce-
ments on the instep, heel and
Achilles areas boost durability. The
2mm thermal foam underlay added
to the instep provides additional
warmth. They are comfort rated
from minus 60 to 40 degrees. 

Robinson Outdoor Products’
ScentBlocker boots have proven
comfortable, lightweight and tops
for controlling human odors since
their inception. New this year,
Dream Season Wooly Mammoth is
an extreme boot designed for those
late season bowhunts when temper-

atures are well below freezing. A
13mm thick removable wool liner
provides fantastic insulation but also
includes heat-reflecting film to turn
heat back into your customer’s feet.
This wool liner is combined with
advanced ScentBlocker scent-con-
trol materials. The boot is construct-
ed from a rubberized camo fabric
upper frame with a S3 antimicrobial
lining and carbon-fabric filter that
work in harmony to limit human
odors. A quiet nylon lace system
locks your customer’s foot to limit
heel lift. A removable cork-infused
EVA comfort insole reduces shock
and provides an additional insula-
tion layer under the foot. The Dream
Season Wooly Mammoth Extreme
Pac Boot 14” includes removable SPF
60 activated carbon fabric filter with
BodyLock technology gaiter, 100
percent waterproof membrane con-
struction, camo rubber outsole with
dual-density Rock Shock Stabilizer
Lugs for traction and reinforced toe
and heel – in addition to features
already discussed. They are offered
in Mossy Oak Treestand camouflage.   

Rocky Brands’ MtnStalker Gore-
Tex Insulated Hunting Boots have
the classic styling of a lace-up hiker
for added mobility, but include 1,000

gram  Thinsulate Insulation for
warmth. Its 3/4 welt construction
TechnoStability frame cradles and
protects the foot from injury. These
boots have a five layer
MountainStalker outsole designed
for added traction in snowy or icy
conditions. An AirFlow chamber
breathes to move moisture away
from the foot, the AirFlow footbed
and BoneCage Technology webbed
sides providing additional support
and cushioning. They are 100 per-
cent waterproof and breathable via
proven Gore-Tex technology within.   

Schnee’s Boots & Shoes (800-922-
1562; www.schnees.com) makes their
hunting boots in Bozeman, Montana,
using top-quality materials and atten-
tion to detail, including solid brass
eyelets, triple stitching and hand-

Rocky’s new MtnStalker boots include
technologies such as waterproof/breath-
able Gore-Tex and 1,000 gram  Thinsulate
Insulation, plus AirFlow technology that
moves moisture away from the foot, to
keep feet warm and dry.

The ScentBlocker Dream Season Wooly
Mammoth boot is made for surviving the
coldest outings; including 13mm wool
liner with heat-reflecting film, 60 SPF and
SF (antibmicrobial) scent protection and
complete waterproof and breathable
qualities.

Hunter Safety Systems’ MuffPak is only
one of many options in a waist-mounted
hand muffler, but also one of the best
around, allowing organization of essen-
tial gear while keeping hands ready for
instant action in cold weather.
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eyelets, triple stitching and hand-
made 100 percent rubber bottoms.
They are 100 percent waterproof and
re-buildable after years of wear. The
classic-look Extreme pack boot is
unbeatable for snowy and extreme
cold conditions where mobility is
desired. They build 9mm of wool felt
right into the midsole from heel to toe,
with 600 gram  Thinsulate Ultra
Insulation added to the bottom and
around your customer’s foot. Finally,
the boot is made for use with the com-
pany’s removable 400 gram
Thinsulate liner, for 1,000 gram  of
insulating warmth. The Advantage
sole assures a sure grip in any terrain.
They are comfort rated to minus 40
degrees F while active, minus 20 while
inactive and can be ordered in 10 or 13
inch models.    

Sorel (www.sorel.com) has been
in the business of keeping feet warm
in cold weather a long time. As a kid
living in Colorado’s high country
Sorels were what we lived in through
winter months whether playing foot-
ball or walking to school. They still
make a wide variety of pack boots for
all winter activities. The company’s
warmest is the Glacier, a no-holds-
barred boot made to tackle tempera-
tures down to minus 100 degrees
below zero – and at a price well
below anything in its class. They
include a 13mm Sorel Meltdown

midsole and 13mm
ThermoPlus felt
innerboot, vulcan-
ized rubber shell
and polyurethane-
backed synthetic
upper that’s water
and wind resistant.
A top gaiter with
barrel lock keeps
snow out and
warmth in. Sorel
AeroTrak outsoles
assure sure trac-
tion in slippery
environments.

Sportchief products are made
in Canada, where cold and icy win-
ter conditions are par for the
course. The company’s LT-Trail
boots are designed for the brutal
conditions of the average Canada
winter, and the worst Mother
Nature can dish out farther south.
At the heart of their insulating qual-
ities is a radiant felt liner that offers
a comfort rating of minus 50
degrees F. They are waterproof due
to EVA construction and include
Sportchief Camo to match the com-
pany’s clothing. They weigh only 3
pounds per pair, and include an
aggressive rubber outsole to assure
a firm grip on winter terrain, com-
plete stability and support. 

The Stegar Mukluk Company
Cumuks (phone 800-685-5827;
www.camuks.com) are made in Ely,
Minnesota, where they know what
cold is about. They’ve developed a
new hunting boot they claim is
warmer, lighter and more comfort-
able than any other cold-weather
hunting boot around. The Cumuk’s
insulated, rubberized moosehide
foot is waterproof and flexible. The
waterproof Mossy Oak Break-Up
gaiter upper includes Stegar’s pro-
prietary Pull-Tight Ankle System clo-
sures for the perfect fit and support.
The total package creates a cold-
weather boot that keeps customers
warm in extreme cold while also
allowing them to hike into a distant
stand in complete comfort. 

Wolverine (866-699-7369;
www.wolverine.com) is better
known for rugged hikers, but their
Mammoth Wolverine Gore-Tex
Insulated Waterproof 9” Sport Boot
includes 1,200 gram  Thinsulate
Ultra Insulation for exceptional
warmth in cold conditions. They
include full-grain leather and tough
1,000-denier Cordura nylon con-
struction, breathable Gore-Tex
waterproof membrane lining,
removable full-cushion footbed and
rubber/polyurethane lug outsole.
The classic Goodyear welt construc-
tion is sturdy and flexible.                      

These Boot Insulators from Arctic Shield
are light and roll up small enough to fit
most pockets, but add a lot of warmth for
the hunter perched in a tree or ground
blind. They are most effective on boots
that are not heavily insulated.
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